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ABSTRACT
Creating systems capable of generating virtually infinite variations
of complex and novel behaviour without predetermined goals or
limits is a major challenge in the field of AI. This challenge has been
addressed through the development of several open-ended algo-
rithms that can continuously generate new and diverse behaviours,
such as the POET and Enhanced-POET algorithms for co-evolving
environments and agent behaviour. One of the challenges with
existing methods however, is that they struggle to continuously
generate complex environments. In this work, we propose LLM-
POET, a modification of the POET algorithm where the environ-
ment is both created and mutated using a Large Language Model
(LLM). By fine-tuning a LLM with text representations of Evolution
Gym environments and captions that describe the environment,
we were able to generate complex and diverse environments using
natural language. We found that not only could the LLM produce a
diverse range of environments, but compared to the CPPNs used
in Enhanced-POET for environment generation, the LLM allowed
for a 34% increase in the performance gain of co-evolution. This
increased performance suggests that the agents were able to learn
a more diverse set of skills by training on more complex environ-
ments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in AI have led to the development of agents
that can succeed in challenging, yet domain-specific tasks. Once the
domain has been mastered, however, learning typically ends. This
domain-specific learning is in contrast to the real world, which is
an ever-changing, open-ended ecosystem of new problems which
require novel solutions. This challenge has been addressed through
the development of several open-ended algorithms that can contin-
uously generate new and diverse behaviours [6–8]. Among the

various open-ended evolution (OEE) algorithms developed, co-
evolution, the simultaneous evolution of the agent and the en-
vironment, is a remarkably advantageous approach, as demon-
strated in studies such as hide and seek [1] or minimal criterion
co-evolution [4, 5].

To evaluate and compare co-evolution algorithms, Evolution
Gym was developed, which offers a benchmark for co-optimizing
the design and control of soft-robot agents [2]. In this benchmark,
both the agent and the environment are composed of different types
of voxels (soft, rigid, actuators, empty), resulting in a vast space of
possible agent and environment configurations.

Paired Open-Ended Trailblazer (POET) [11] and its successor
Enhanced-POET [12] are co-evolutionary algorithms originally
introduced to solve challenges in OpenAI Gym environments, such
as the “Bipedal Walker” environment, but more recently have been
implemented in Evolution Gym [9]. In these algorithms, both the
agent and the environment co-evolve, with agent-environment
pairs optimised before agents are transferred to other environments
in the population for further learning. One of the challenges with
these POET algorithms, however, is the difficulty in continually
generating complex environments, as the level of environmental
difficulty tends to reach an upper limit.

To address this limitation, we propose LLM-POET, a modification
of the Enhanced-POET algorithm in which the environments are
created and mutated using a LLM instead of a CPPN. By fine-tuning
a LLM with environment-caption pairs, complex and varied envi-
ronments can be generated using natural language. Not only can
the LLM create a wide range of environments, our results suggest
that implementing LLMs for environment generation in the POET
algorithm leads to an increase in the effectiveness of co-evolution
due to the diversity of environments created.

2 LLM-POET
In this work, we propose LLM-POET, a modification of Enhanced-
POET in which the environment generating CPPN is replaced with
a LLM. The LLM takes as input a prompt that describes an envi-
ronment in natural language and outputs a string representation
of an Evolution Gym environment. In addition, we introduce an
environment mutation method, making use of few-shot prompting
and the LLM’s ability to understand interesting environment mu-
tations. These two features are then implemented into the POET
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Figure 1: An overview of LLM-POET.

algorithm, enabling the continuous evolution of complex environ-
ments through natural language. An overview of LLM-POET is
depicted in Fig 1.

2.1 Dataset Creation and LLM Fine-Tuning
To create a LLM capable of creating Evolution Gym environments,
OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 Turbowas fine-tuned using a dataset of environment-
caption pairs. These environment caption-pairs were manually cre-
ated using the Evolution Gym design tool GUI, and exported in
JSON format. For each environment, a caption was also manually
created, describing the shape and abstract difficulty of the environ-
ment, as well as its size. This process is illustrated in Fig 2.

Figure 2: Overview of LLM fine-tuning.

Taking inspiration fromMarioGPT [10], the proposed LLM takes
as input the description of an environment and outputs a string
containing characters representing the different types of voxels in
Evolution Gym, such as ‘H’ for rigid, ‘S’ for soft or ‘-’ for empty
voxels. At inference time, instructions such as “simple environment”,
“environment with many holes”, and “ difficult environment with
mountains” can be given, and the corresponding environment is
output in two dimensions, as in Evolution Gym.

After fine-tuning however, the size of the environment output
by the LLM does not always match the size requested in the prompt.
Additionally, the LLM may occasionally output symbols which do
not correspond to Evolution Gym voxels. To overcome these dis-
crepancies, minor post-processing of the output string is necessary.
After post-processing, the strings are converted into Evolution Gym
environments, examples of which are shown in Fig 3.

In addition to being able to create a wide range of environments,
the fine-tuned LLM is shown to create environments with words

such as “pyramid” or “spiky” without these words being used in the
fine-tuning dataset. Furthermore, since there were no environments
in the training dataset where the blocks were arranged vertically,
vertical environments generated from words such as “spiky” in
Fig 3d demonstrate that fine-tuning allowed the LLM to understand
the relationship between the caption and the environment.

(a) 100*20 size Evolution Gym
environment that consists of
flat terrain.

(b) 100*20 size Evolution Gym
environment that is shaped
like a pyramid.

(c) 100*20 size Evolution Gym
environment that is complex
and challenging.

(d) 100*20 size Evolution
Gym environment that is
spiky.

Figure 3: Environments generated using a variety of prompts
with the fine-tuned LLM.

2.2 Integration with POET
As POET is an open-ended learning algorithm which continuously
alters existing environments, a method to evolve environments us-
ing a LLM is proposed. To achieve this environment mutation, two
approaches are used. First, due to the nondeterministic nature of
the LLM’s output when a non-zero temperature is used, an environ-
ment can be mutated by simply prompting the LLM with the same
initial prompt. Second, to increase the complexity of environments,
mutating the input prompt itself is also considered. Mutating the
prompt using LLMs is inspired by [3], which showed that LLMs
have demonstrated an ability to recognise interesting mutations.
To achieve this mutation, few-shot prompting was used to alter the
original prompt.

When integrating this mutation into the Enhanced-POET al-
gorithm, either the original prompt or a mutated prompt will be
input to the LLM with a 50% probability. An example of this prompt
and environment mutation is shown in Fig 4. The environment-
generating LLM and the environment mutation method can then
be implemented in the POET algorithm to allow for continually
evolving environments.

3 EXPERIMENT
To evaluate LLM-POET and Enhanced-POET, direct comparison
of scores is impractical as the POET algorithm is continuously
generating different environments. To overcome this, the following
evaluation method is proposed. For each environment generated
by Enhanced-POET and LLM-POET, an agent is trained using PPO
alone, without co-evolution. By comparing the best score of the
agent trained with PPO only, to the score of the agent trained with
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Figure 4: Mutating environments with the original or mu-
tated prompts.

Figure 5: Calculating score differences. The difference be-
tween PPO only score (left) and the POET score (right) quanti-
fies the ability of the environment generationmodel to create
diverse environments, leading to improved agent learning.

either Enhanced-POET or LLM-POET, the performance gain of co-
evolution in that environment can be measured. This is depicted in
Fig 5.

In this evaluation, the difference in scores obtained by the agents
trained using the POET algorithm and the PPO algorithm can be
considered as the effect of learning from the POET algorithm. This
is because the PPO algorithm is used when the agent learns the
environment within the POET algorithm, and the difference in
scores can be attributed to the effect of the agent learning while
transferring between environments. Therefore, in this experiment,
where the only difference is the environment generation method,
it can be said that the method with more diverse environments had
a larger difference between the POET and PPO scores.

The experiment and evaluation procedure can then be summa-
rized as:

(1) Use LLM to create an environment for use in the POET
algorithm (LLM-POET).

(2) Obtain the score of the agent in the environment using the
POET algorithm.

(3) Extract each environment, perform reinforcement learning
with PPO five times, and compare the best score with that
of POET.

(4) Repeat the above with the CPPNs for environment genera-
tion (Enhanced-POET).

(5) Compare environment generation methods by comparing
the score differences of step 3.

with the POET algorithm taking the following form:

(1) Generate 10 initial environment pairs.
(2) Perform 30 steps of PPO learning for all environment-agent

pairs. PPO performs learning four times in each iteration.
The score of an agent in an environment is determined by
how much distance the agent has travelled along the x-axis.

(3) Transfer each agent to another environment. If the agent
in the new environment has a better score than the agent
originally trained in the environment, replace the agent.

(4) Randomly select a single high-scoring environment and gen-
erate a new environment using either CPPNs or a LLM.

Steps 2-4 were repeated 100 times to train agents on a vast range
of environments.

4 RESULTS
The LLM-POET algorithm resulted in 97 unique environments,
with the Enhanced-POET algorithm resulting in 95 environments,
shown in niche history in Fig 6a and 6b respectively. The difference
between the best PPO scores and the best POET scores for these
environments was then calculated. The average score differencewas
found to be 1.11±0.42 for LLM-POET, and 0.83±0.42 for Enhanced-
POET, a 34% increase in the performance gain of co-evolution when
using LLMs for environment generation. One possible explanation
for this is the increased complexity of environment in the niche
history.

Additionally, the histogram of score differences is shown in Fig 7.
The skewness of these distributions was found to be 1.517 and
1.652 for the LLM-POET and Enhanced-POET difference respec-
tively, with the lower value for LLM-POET indicating that it is
slightly more left-skewed with a greater difference in scores. Al-
though the uncertainty in the result is high, the 34% increase in
the POET performance gain suggests that the agents were able to
train on more complex environments using LLMs for environment
generation.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce LLM-POET, a modification of the Enhan-
ced-POET algorithm, in which a LLM is used for both environment
generation and mutation. Not only have we shown that a fine-tuned
model can generate Evolution Gym compatible environments, but
when implemented into an open-ended learning algorithm such as
POET, this environment generation method can lead to an increase
in the effectiveness of open-ended learning.

To evaluate the effectiveness of LLMs for open-ended learning,
LLM-POET is compared to Enhanced-POET, which uses CPPNs
for environment generation. Our results suggest that LLM-POET
has a 34.4% increase in the effectiveness of open-ended learning
when compared to Enhanced-POET. This improvement in the per-
formance of the POET algorithm indicates that the environments
generated by LLM-POET have more diversity, which allows the
agents to learn more sophisticated behaviors, addressing one of the
key challenges in open-ended research.
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(a) All environments generated using LLM-POET.

(b) All environments generated using Enhanced-POET.

Figure 6: Comparison of environments generated by LLM-POET and Enahnced-POET

Figure 7: The distribution of score differences.
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